CROWDSTRIKE FALCON FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
CLOUD-DELIVERED ENDPOINT PROTECTION FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES INSTITUTIONS

Stop advanced attacks with a comprehensive, scalable endpoint protection solution trusted by the world’s top banks.

CROWDSTRIKE FALCON: REVOLUTIONIZING ENDPOINT SECURITY FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES INSTITUTIONS

Financial services is the most targeted industry in the world today. Security teams struggle to keep customer data safe in the face of heavy regulation and sophisticated external and internal attacks. CrowdStrike Falcon® stops breaches by detecting, preventing and responding to threats no matter how sophisticated or complex. Designed with ease-of-use in mind, Falcon can be deployed and fully operational within hours, with virtually no impact on endpoint performance.

CROWDSTRIKE FALCON PROVIDES:
Cloud-Delivered Architecture — The Falcon agent (small and light) and cloud (big and powerful) work seamlessly together to deliver real-time protection and visibility — giving financial institutions the freedom to replace and retire the complicated, performance-robbing security layers that clutter their environments.

Complete, Integrated Endpoint Solution — the Falcon platform uniquely unites IT hygiene, next-generation antivirus (NGAV), endpoint detection and response (EDR), managed threat hunting, threat intelligence and vulnerability management. All features are accessed and managed via the same management console, streamlining security operations with an easy-to-use, web-enabled application.

Maximum protection that spans all environments — Falcon removes complexity and improves system performance for financial institutions — whether on-premises, hybrid or cloud-based.

KEY BENEFITS
» Achieve Key Financial Regulatory Compliance Requirements
» Protect Your Endpoints Immediately
» Enhance and Augment Your Security Teams

"As more and more organizations are looking for more effective solutions that can stop advanced, modern-day threats, I believe CrowdStrike Falcon is the answer.”
— STEVE PHILLPOTT, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, WESTERN DIGITAL CORP
KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES

1. ENSURES YOUR ORGANIZATION IS PROTECTED AGAINST ADVANCED, TARGETED ATTACKS
   • United Threat Protection — The Falcon platform’s integrated anti-malware and advanced threat protection are combined in a single agent that protects endpoints whether they are on- or off-line.
   • Stops Silent Failure — Intelligent EDR delivers the most comprehensive visibility and the fastest search, providing insight into stealthy attacker activities, flagging potentially malicious processes and notifying security teams.
   • Advanced Prevention and Detection — Artificial intelligence, machine learning and behavioral protection unite to stop sophisticated, fileless attacks, including ransomware.

2. OPTIMIZES SECURITY OPERATIONS AND RISK MANAGEMENT
   • Key Financial Compliance Regulations Addressed — CrowdStrike is compliant with several leading compliance mandates for financial institutions, including PCI DSS v3.2, FFIEC and NIST 800-53.
   • Prioritized Event Handling — Automated, intelligent detection and prevention capabilities enable security teams to triage incidents based on criticality — remotely containing systems, if necessary.
   • Integrated Managed Hunting — Organizations that don’t have the security resources to conduct their own threat hunting can benefit from Falcon OverWatch™, the managed threat hunting component of the Falcon platform. The OverWatch team of experienced security experts works 24/7 on your behalf, proactively hunting for threats and stopping breaches.

3. SCALES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
   • Immediate Time-to-Value — Zero on-premises infrastructure reduces cost and enables the Falcon agent to deploy and scale in minutes to meet your endpoint protection requirements — enabling speed, efficacy, and scalability.
   • Complete Endpoint Coverage — The Falcon agent deploys across all endpoints — on- or off-network, on- or off-premises, hybrid or cloud and is compatible with Windows, MacOS, and Linux.
   • Streamlined Management — All updates are signatureless with zero performance impact to the end user.

CROWDSTRIKE BRINGS THE POWER OF CLOUD-DELIVERED ENDPOINT PROTECTION TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Cybercriminals continue to innovate, so why shouldn’t your security solution? That’s why CrowdStrike Falcon provides next-generation prevention, detection and response features capable of defeating these attacks.

CrowdStrike® is the leader in cloud-delivered endpoint protection. Leveraging artificial intelligence (AI), the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform offers instant visibility and protection across the enterprise and prevents attacks on endpoints on or off the network. CrowdStrike Falcon deploys in minutes to deliver actionable intelligence and real-time protection from Day One. It seamlessly unifies next-generation AV with best-in-class endpoint detection and response, backed by 24/7 managed hunting. Its cloud infrastructure and single-agent architecture eliminate complexity and add scalability, manageability, and speed.

CrowdStrike Falcon protects customers against all cyberattack types, using sophisticated signatureless AI and indicator-of-attack (IOA) based threat prevention to stop known and unknown threats in real time. Powered by the CrowdStrike Threat Graph™, Falcon instantly correlates nearly 100 billion security events a day from across the globe to immediately prevent and detect threats.

Questions?
Contact SALES@CROWDSTRIKE.COM